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Worldwide Travellers Present:  Canada - The Ultimate Travel Guide Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Are you looking to

visit a country you've never been to ? Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Have you already booked your trip and you're now

curious what to expect ? Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Maybe a friend loved the trip and you want to have the same

great experience now... Either Way, We Got You Covered ! In This Single Guide, You Will Find All

The Information You'll Need What This Guide Covers: Major CitiesTraditionsSightsMust-Do

ActivitiesHotelsRestaurantsand so much more !
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This book is an excellent choice if you want to get an overview of what's to see in Canada and

where the different sites are located. The book's innumerable photographs are very pretty, but to my

mind, its standout feature is its many maps, which give an excellent idea of the layout of cities and

areas and where the sites of interest are in relation to each other. There don't seem to be many

tourist guidebooks that cover all of Canada, and this is probably the best of them, it's certainly

infinitely superior to the Worldwide Travelers one, which tells you almost nothing. This nation is by a

long shot a standout amongst the most wonderful nations on the planet since joins urban and nature

scenes pulling in individuals from everywhere through the world.

This is the worst book ever written or close to it, and it certainly isn't a guide book. The author,

unknown, has problems with English, and if there's an editor/publisher, unknown, they don't know



how to edit/publish. The only thing I can give a 1 star is for the paper and ink used. The content, etc.

would have been a minus five or max negative. This was a total waste of money. What to see and

do in Canada, I still don't know. If I want to work in Canada, still don't know, nor did I buy this book

for that purpose. Festivals...don't know. Oh, and if you want to read about Kingston, read pgs 42-45

(half/quarter pages, large print) and then, you can read it again (before the book abruptly ends) on

pages 60-6. Conclusion 1/4 page of B. S.

LOVED this book, read it almost in one sitting. As a fellow Canadian who left Canada at about the

same time he did, I could relate SO closely to Meyers' memories of that era. His humor made me

laugh, his recollections got me teary-eyed, and it was also interesting to follow the upward arc of his

colourful career. I recommend this highly, and not only for Canadians. Most Americans would both

enjoy and benefit greatly from the references to Canadian history which, I am sure, would be their

first introduction to how things happened just to the North of our common border. . . Well done,

When I read this book, I was enlightened of the great things to be done when in Canada. This book

has opened my eyes of this beautiful country. This book has made me excited to see the beautiful

spots in Canada and also the fun and exciting outside games. This guide is really helpful for first

time travellers.

This book is an essential guide for anyone interested in traveling to and around Canada or who just

want to learn more about the beautiful country. Canada is a must visit and has been on my bucket

list since i was a boy. It covers all the major cities, traditions, sights, hotels, restaurants, must-do

activities and so much more! Truly wonderful guide for visiting Canada

My cousin who lives in Canada invited me and my mom to visit her there. She sent me this book so

that I would have an idea on what I should expect in Canada. This guide is a great one. It is very

comprehensive and it has everything you need to learn about the said place. I had fun reading the

book, it is as if I am already there while I am reading it. A great guide indeed.

My husband and I travel a lot and we always like to make research before the trip but also take a

guidebook along. This book leads us to what was most important for us to see while in Canada.

Good concise information and easy to find. A great book if you have less than a week in Canada

and you want to hit the highlights.



Poor book! No details on restaurants etc. Seems like it has been auto-translated. Very little

information for the seasoned traveler.
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